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1.0

INTRODUCTION
The typical Viking-Age (700 – 1066 AD) headdress for a woman appears to fall

into two main categories; a simple, twisted cloth wound around the head or the faldr. The
faldr was a rectangular piece of cloth folded and stitched along one side with strings at
the two 90° corners to tie below the chin or behind the head (Ewing 52-53). Extant
examples of the faldr rectangle size range from 17 – 18 cm by 48 – 60 cm. The faldr has
to date though not been recovered on the Scandinavia mainland which may indicate it
was solely a fashion of the western settlements. Interestingly, Ewing cites references to
female headdresses within the Norse sagas including one from the Scandinavian Gísla
saga (ch. 12) which describes a headdress with a length of 9 m (53). Ewing suggests this
may indicate headdresses of the British Isle were likely smaller than those of the eastern
mainland settlements.
While researching the scant evidence to date on Scandinavian female dress of the
Viking-Age period, I happened upon a reference to a Danish female burial with evidence
of a veil (Krag 31). The paper by Olfert Voss displayed a startling grave sketch indicating
a wide (5 cm) tablet-woven band extending around the forehead, down the sides of the
body to the thighs with an additional band fragment clearly visible behind the legs; see
Figure 1 (194). The band itself gives the overall impression of an oval border surrounding
the upper body. The (translated) text of the article reveals the underside of the band has
fragments attached of a blue, loosely tabby-woven fabric. Given the poor condition of the
fabric and the relatively good condition of the band, I suggest the fabric was probably
linen and the band is of silk (see related sections). No published analysis has occurred on
the textile pieces to date so the actual materials and construction techniques remain a
mystery.
The piece before you is a head veil: a recreation based on the Voss find as a
possible explanation for the presence and placement of a tablet-woven band in a 1000 AD
female’s grave (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: The 5cm wide tablet woven band was uncovered surrounding the body from the forehead down
the body to the thighs. The grave was also found to contain band fragments with a width of 2.5cm though
the purpose of this band remains unclear (derived from Figure 9 of Voss 194).
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2.0

DESIGN
2.1

Veil

No other evidence of a Viking-Age veil has surfaced to date so unfortunately a
pattern was determined from the position of the band within the grave and
contemporaneous evidence of European veils during the 11th century. The veil pattern of
the era was probably fully circular. For instance, a
circular veil is present on a female figure from the 1170
AD Weschester Bible (see Figure 2). The earliest and
most geographically-relevant data on a the use of veil in
Europe appears to be 6th century reference to Christian
Gaulian nuns being required to wear a veil during their
claustration, they were also forbidden from dyeing the
veil any colour but white or plain (Efros 10).
Figure 2: Image of woman from the
English Winchester Bible depicting a
circular veil (Efros 12).

While slightly-later period veils appear to have been fully circular, the recovered
band does not give the impression it was on a loose and flowing garment. As such, the
band does not lie with small folded portions as one may expect of a fully-circular design
but rather appears streamlined as if it had been placed on a narrow elliptical piece of
fabric. Assuming the woman was 5’5” tall (based on the skeletal figure and scale in
Figure 1) the veil may have originally laid from her eyebrows, down her head and
followed her back to her knees; the diameter of that fully-circular veil would have been
approximately 1.42 m (56”), giving a circumference of 4.47m (176”). The two surviving
pieces of the band are 2.5m and 0.07m respectively giving a total of 2.57m. It seems
unlikely given how much of the skeleton is still surrounded by the band fragments that a
1.90m segment would be missing.
I propose the veil may have been a circular veil but was merely a smaller one,
with the band flattening down the sides of the body over time. Assuming the 2.57 m of
band is the entire circumference, this would give a diameter of 1.04 m (32”). It is also fair
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to say though that veil may also have extended from the forehead to around the distal end
of the thighs in an elliptical shape.
I decided to create a fully-circular veil with a diameter of 1.04m (32”). This was
done by folding the fabric into quarters, cutting out a quarter circle of 0.53m (33”) and
then opening up the fabric to create the full circle. The edge was folded over twice to
create the hem and giving a finished circumference of 2.5 m (100”).
2.2

Tablet-woven band
Tablet weaving was a widespread and popular form of clothing decoration used

during the Viking Age. There were a variety of four-ply tablet weaving techniques used
during this period in Denmark1. These include three distinct tablet-weaving methods
discovered so far over the geographic range of this culture including Scandinavia, Britain
and mainland Europe; double-faced, the use of a secondary brocaded weft and 3 – 1 twill
(Knudsen 37 – 39). Both the Double-faced and 3 – 1 twill could be combined with a
form of brocading (using a second shuttle with a precious metal or coloured silk overtop
of the core weft thread during weaving) thereby increasing the decorative complexity of
the piece. The famous gold and silk Viking-Age wrist bands from Mammen were created
in this fashion:
Two kinds of thread are used for the weft; a fine silk background thread inserted at every
quarter turn runs through the normal shed across the width of the warp, and a gold
brocading thread lying in long picks on the surface, only attached here and there to the
warp threads as needed to make the required pattern. The brocaded thread is used in the
centre of the band only for as far as the pattern extends, it then turns in loops… (Hald
232).

The original band pattern from the female Hørning grave was based on a diamond
motif and displays the usual high-level of intricate complexity one expects of this period
(see upper left-hand photo of Figure 3). The original weft-faced pattern was created using
metal strands brocaded onto the background threads. It is unknown whether the
background strands were one or more colours. I decided not to recreate this design for a
number of reasons;
1
Tablet weaving bands during this period were constructed by using anywhere from two to four strands per
card; two strands per card is called two-ply tablet weaving, three strands per card is three-ply, etc (Hald
225).
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1)

The pattern was badly degraded and difficult to replicate (also the quality
of the image was poor),

2)

I do not possess enough period-appropriate tablet cards to create a 5cm
band using the same narrow silk (it would have required over 100 more
cards),

3)

The weaving method I chose was one of the most complex and slow
methods of tablet weaving (combining double-face and metal brocading)
for this piece and recreating 2.5 meters of 5cm wide band was determined
to be too lengthy a process to recreate.

Figure 3: Photographs of the two tablet-woven bands uncovered in the grave find. The 5cm wide band
which may or may not have been applied to a veil is in the upper left-hand corner (Voss 195).

Instead, the recreated band piece was based on the dimensions and exact pattern
th

of a 10 century Swedish Birka settlement find. The original Birka piece had silk for the
warp and weft strands and utilized drawn silver wire, not spun silver over a fibre core
(Geijer 1938). This design was chosen because the relative complexity of the piece was
comparable to the original design, the design itself was also similar in that it utilized a
7

minimal border and an angular motif for the central design and appeared to be a typical
example of a tablet-woven band pattern of the late 9th to early 11th century piece (see
Figure 4). Also, the vast majority of extant Norse metallic tablet-weaving examples are
from the Birka finds in Sweden giving a pool of designs to choose from. Additionally,
other tablet woven bands recovered from Hørning, Hvilehøj and Mammen were also too
badly degraded to duplicate with any degree of certainty (Knudsen 37 – 40).

Figure 4: Image of the design used to recreate the 9th - 10th century tablet-woven band from Birka. Design
based directly on the “B20” design sketch by Geijer (83).

2.3

Placement of Trim
Usually table-woven bands of this sort were placed to edge cloaks, tunics and

cover seams during the Viking era (Ewing 35). Specifically, trim was used to highlight
areas such as the upper portion of the torso, headgear, neckline, shoulders and around the
wrist cuffs (Hald 1980). This may also have been especially true for women. This could
be accomplished by using the trim as a fillet, men’s belts, padded cuffs thereby emulating
the look of bracelets, and a number of other uses. Tablet-woven bands have been
recovered from Birka worn around the head, a style also depicted on a silver figure from
Kinst, Sweden (Ewing 49).
For this piece, the band was placed near the edge of the veil and centered over the
seam line, this seemed an appropriate placement as extant bands have been found
obscuring seams and at the same time this allowed for the band to fall in the same general
fashion as the band recovered in the grave.
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3.0

MATERIALS

3.1

Veil
Known materials for Viking-Age headdresses are limited to linen (a fiber from the

flax plant) or silk (Ewing 55). The most extensive silk finds were located in Ireland and
Britain with the majority of linen finds recovered from Scandinavia. Due to the increased
acidity of the Scandinavian soils, linen finds are still relatively rare and there is
presumably much linen textiles lost to modern archaeology. One Scandinavian saga also
tells of a group of women standing together with linen on their heads (Laxdæla saga, ch
69; Ewing 53).
The specific fabric remnants recovered from the Hørning grave find were
discovered on the reverse portion of the 5 cm band. This fabric is described as a looselywoven tabby cloth in a blue colour (expressed as ‘woad blue’). I suggest that due to the
relatively good condition of the band and the poor condition of the fabric remnants; the
fabric was most probably a loosely-woven linen.
3.1.1

Thread count

The cloth used in this reconstruction was 100% unbleached linen commercially
purchased. The thread count was found to be 15/15 cm2 (warp/weft) which is consistent
with thread counts from period. For example, a 15x15 linen thread count was found in a
Viking-Age barrow in Donbæk, Denmark (Hald 18). Some other extant examples of 3rd
century Hjørring threads counts are; 8x9, 13x15, 16x16 (Z/S spun), 20x23 (S/S spun),
14x15, 18x23, 20x23 (Z/Z spun), (Hald 198). Linen thread counts from the 9th century
settlement of Hedeby varied greatly with examples in the range of 11x17, 12x15, 13x15,
14x13, 14x16 and 16x11 (Hägg Figures 70-101). Also, typically writes Ewing, ‘linen
used in [Viking Age] shirts is mostly of 12-20 threads per cm (142).2
3.1.2

Thread Spin Direction (S or Z)

The spin direction of the thread used in the linen fabric was S- spun for both warp
and weft (S/S-spun). Hjørring thread counts from the 3rd century include textiles of S/Sspun, Z/Z-spun threads plus textiles with S/ Z-spun (S spun warp and Z-spun weft
2

Thor Ewing appears to give a range as a thread count and not the ratio of weft to warp. Presumable, this
range is the warp count per cm2 which may indicate the weft count was not altogether different (142).
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together. Linen fragments in tabby weaves have been recovered from Hedeby and
Mammen, Denmark from the 9th and 10th century using both Z-spun and S-spun threads
including S- and Z-spun in the same textile (Hägg 149).
3.2

The Band
Wool and linen dominate the textile finds from the 9th and 10th century

Scandinavian finds (Graham-Campbell 2001, Graham-Campbell and Kidd 1980). Yet in
terms of the tablet-weaving, the vast majority of the pieces used silk warp and weft
threads (S-plied), the only exception is some proportion of linen within the band itself
(including zero). There are a number of reasons for the popularity of silk including; extrastrength for the warp threads, resistance to shredding while weaving with metal strands,
display of wealth, and the ability of silk to absorb and display vibrant colour. Silk was
imported to Scandinavia along trade routes from Byzantium and the Black Sea with silk
production origins in Indo-China and the Far East (Ewing 152).
The home-grown linen threads occasionally used within the warp were woven in
to remain unseen behind the weft face (or else relegated to the border salvages). The
mean diameter of the silk warps recovered were approximately 0.25 mm, though this
varied considerably per weaving project (Geijer 1938). In Hørning specifically bands
created out of 100% silk have been recovered with no linen content which utilized the
double-faced tablet-woven technique (Krag 31).
The strands used for this project were 100% undyed ‘natural’ silk with a width of
0.25mm (this was measured in the store as having four strands to the mm). I chose not to
include linen strands in the warp as I felt this veil was for a high ranking woman who
could have presumable afforded sufficient silk for the band. Additionally, there is no
obvious evidence from the photographs or texts of the paper as to the presence of linen in
the band (such as empty gaps in the border, for example see Figure 5) though this specific
band has not been analysed for material content.
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Figure 5: An example of a band from Birka III showing open gaps along both sides of the borders and the
weft is clearly visible. The gaps are due to the use of linen warp strands warp used to frame the central
design which have since eroded (Geijer Photo 20).

3.3

Metal Inlay
Tablet woven bands using precious metals have been unearthed in numerous

locations in Scandinavia (see Figure 6). Several women’s grave from the Viking-Age
towns of Hvilehøj and Hørning, Denmark from the mid to late tenth century have been
uncovered containing tablet-woven fragments using either double-faced or 3 – 1 twill
weaving with inlaid gold-brocading (Krag 29). The nearby town of Hvilehøj also
contains bands having gold brocading from a female grave. Four additional silk bands
from Hvilehøj have been identified and described as being woven in; ‘light and dark
colours, possibly embroidered with silver thread’ (Krag 29). The silver and gold strands
recovered from Hørning and Hvilehøj are described as flat metal strips surrounding a silk
core (Krag 35), creating a flexible (and presumably exclusive) metal floss.
There is approximately 2.5 meters of tablet-woven trim on the veil. 0.61 m was
woven with 14 carat gold floss from Japan then due to expense issues the rest was woven
with commercial faux gold embroidery thread. I’d like to note the real gold floss was
much easier to work with as it slid more easily across the warp strands during the
weaving process.
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Figure 6: Examples of drawn wire from the Birka III finds with all textile residue eroded (Geijer
Photo 21). These are a good example of how brocaded metal weft thread appear when the weaving
is removed.

3.3

Tablets & Loom
3.3.1

Tablets

Historically tablet cards were constructed from a number of different materials
including antler, bone, wood or leather with four holes, one at each corner through which
the warp threads can pass.
The cards I used for this piece were commercially-purchased 5 by 5 cm2 and were
constructed out of wood. A bone tablet was recovered from 10th century Lund settlement
in Denmark and measured 4.8 by 4.8 cm2 (Hald 225), making this tablet size an
appropriate choice. Four-holed wooden tablets have also been recovered from Denmark
those these date to 200 B.C. (size: 4 ¾ by 5 ½ cm and 3 mm thick), (Hald 225). The size
recovered from the western settlements was generally much smaller and found to be
usually around 3.8cm (Hall 1984).
In future I would consider investing in cards made of bone or antler due to the
splinting of the wood which often delayed the weaving process on several occasions.
3.3.2

Loom

There is only one extant example of a Viking-Age tablet weaving loom and it was
recovered from the Oseberg ship burial from British shores (see Figure 7). This evidence
12

should not be dismissed but nor should stand as the only method that could be utilized to
weave during the course of this adventurous and innovative culture. I wove the band on a
modern style loom that in no way resembles the Oseberg loom but could hold enough
warp to weave the amount necessary for the project (see Figure 9). The Hørning band
fragments recovered did not appear to show more than one seam, therefore it may have
also been woven on a loom that could at least hold sufficient warp for the project.

Figure 7: Lay out and reconstruction of the tablet-weaving loom as recovered from the
Oseberg ship burial in modern-day Britain. The loom itself was found already warped with
52 cards (Halvgrimr 2006).
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Figure 8: Modern tablet-weaving loom utilized to weave the band for this project.

4.0

COLOUR

4.1

Veil
The primary reason the veil was dyed blue was to conform with the

archaeological description of the ‘woad-blue’ fabric found on the back of the tablet
weaving from the Hørning female grave (Krag 31). Blue was also the most common
colour mentioned in the Viking Age sagas and the most universal colour from the
archaeological record. Interestingly, blue cloth was mentioned in the Laxdæla saga when
a man Valla-Ljótr changes his shirt from black to blue to commit killings:

Þat var búningr hans hversdagliga at hann hafði svartan kyrtil ok refði í hendi, en
ef hann bjóst til víga þá hafði hann bláan kyrtil ok öxi snaghyrnda.
It was his everyday dress that he had a black kirtle and a staff in his hand, but if he got
ready to kill, then he had a blue kirtle and a horned axe. (Bolla þáttr ch.9; Ewing 167).

Despite blue being the most popular colour during the Viking Age, was it also
linked intrinsically with death?
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4.1.1

Bleaching

For a number of reasons there is extensively more evidence of dyes used on
animal-based fibers (wools, silks, etc.) than plant-based dyes (linen, nettle, etc.). Reasons
such as the majority of textiles recovered being animal based and very little recovered
linen fiber contains any dye pigment. In fact, according to Ewing there is no evidence as
yet of dyed linen from the Viking Age (154). Soils of northern Europe are wet, acidic and
tend to dissolve the protective coating of plant fibers leading to their absence in the
textile finds. We find indirect evidence of linen used as thread such as seam holes and
absent areas in weaving which do indicate their former presence. The only evidence of
European-dyed early-period linens I’ve found is an account from Pliny the Elder of
seeing linen dyed with blue, red and purple in 6th Century Roman-occupied Egypt. Linen
was probably mainly left undyed or bleached by boiling or steeping the linen fiber in lye
(using wood ash and lant) before being laid out in the sun for bleaching.
I attempted to bleach the undyed linen using this method. I collected
approximately 10 litres of human urine in a non-reactive vessel (Ie. a plastic bucket) and
left it for one week to reach a ‘stale’ state. Following this, I washed the linen in water and
then added this to the lant (urine) bath and agitated once a day for two weeks. I wanted to
examine whether lant on its own could bleach out the natural colouring. Following this
time, I examined the linen and could see no significant change in colour. I then decided to
try adding wood ash (thereby creating lye and hopefully kick start the bleaching process)
by collecting ash (from a hardwood) in the
fireplace, filtering out any solid pieces through
a strainer and adding this to the bath. The
colour of the lant quickly changed from a rich
yellow to an opaque pale green. The smell also
went

from

general

outhouse

stench

to

piercingly revolting rotten sausage smell. This
was left for another two weeks and agitated
once a day. The fabric was then removed from
the vat and washed before being left outside in
the sun to finish bleaching.
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4.1.2

Dyeing

Woad has been grown in Denmark since the Iron Age and was used extensively
during the Viking-Age. For instance, the woad fruit seeds and stalks were found in the
Oseberg burial. Ewing also notes the preponderance of woad vs. indigo in Scandinavian
textile finds (154). According to current theory, the leaves were crushed and fermented
before being made into a dyevat using a heated alkali solute such as lant (aged urine) or
lye and the wet fiber was added to this vat. For the Birka finds, we know they had
achieved a woad-based vibrant blue. The colour blue is also the most common colour
mentioned in the sagas (Ewing 154). Blues from woad (Isatis tinctoria L.) also appears
often in Viking-age textile finds from Norway (Østergård 90).
Even though as Ewing points out that linen can often attain a bluish tone from the
metallic salts in the soil, I decided to lightly dye the veil using woad as the paper does not
describe the colour of the textiles on the back of the band as a light blue, but as a woadcoloured blue.

4.2

Band
4.2.1

Mordanting

Mordants allow for dye pigments to better absorb and be both water and light
resistant. There were three main mordants used during the Viking Age; alum, iron oxides
and a specific clubmoss heavy in aluminium (Diphasiastrum complana) native to
Scandinavia that was also imported to the York settlements (Ewing 154). Alum found in
16

natural deposit near areas of volcanic activity was probably imported from the
Mediterranean region. Iron oxides were also used in Scandinavia and will give more
rusted-hued colours. The deep orange-red strands in the band were mordanted with alum
while the indigo strands were not mordanted as indigo and woad require no mordant. I
used Alum as a mordant purchased commercially (please see dye handout for mordant
and dye process).
4.2.2

Dyeing

I dyed the silk for warping using madder for the red and indigo for the dark blue.
For textiles that were dyed in the
Viking Age, samples are analyzed
using visual clues (though this is
difficult as samples can take on
pigments from the soils or metal salts
within the ground). Chemical analysis
of dyes began in the late 1980s and
four dyes dominate the textiles from
Viking-Age Scandinavia; Woad (blue),
Indigo

(blue),

Lichens

(purple),

Madder and Bed straw (peach, pinks,
red, burgundy), Yellow-X (unknown
pigment- yellow), see Figure 9.
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Dye Analysis of Viking-Age Cloth Samples
30
Yellow-X & Indigotin
Yellow-X
Weld

25

Madder & Indigotin
Madder

Individual Grave Finds

Lichen Purple & Madder
Lichen Purple

20

Kermes
Indigotin
15

10

5

0
Norway &
Denmark Wool

Norway &
Denmark Silk

Dublin Wool

Dublin Silk

York & London
Wool

York & London
Silk

Material

Figure 9: Analysis of dyestuffs found in samples of cloth from Scandinavia, England and Ireland. The
indigotin pigment may be from Woad or Indigo, Yellow-X is an as yet unidentified vegetable-based yellow
dye. Adapted from Walton 1989, as cited in Ewing 2006.

In terms of the Birka finds, little chemical analysis of the dyes has occurred at
present. There is evidence that at least madder (Rubia tinctorium) , indigo (from Genus
Indigofera), woad (Isatis tinctoria), lichens (Ie. Xanthoria parietine and Ochrolechia
tartarea), northern bedstraw (Galium boreale) and kermes (Kermes ilices) were used
(Walton 1988b).
Madder (Rubia tinctorum) was grown during the Viking Age in Carolingian
France and probably England (the queen buried in the Oseberg ship was dressed entirely
in madder-dyed fabrics). There is currently no evidence it was grown in Scandinavia
though it is found present in wealthy graves. Madder-dyed cloth was resent in the
Oseberg burial and probably represented wealth and was an imported good.
As madder and indigo are both found in Denmark during the Viking Age I felt
comfortable using them as the basis for the colour of the silk band. Please see dye
handout for the epistemology of this dyeing.
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5.0

CARD COUNT
The number of cards used per weaving attempt varied depending on the

intricacies of the design. The number could be as low as 17 (from a sample found from
Memmelsdorf), even 160 as from the 3rd century Danish Donbæk finds (GrahamCampbell 2001, Hald 1980). When considering the number of cards used, it may be more
accurate to discuss the designs themselves as they define the number of cards not vice
versa.
The original design used 16 cards to create the design itself and then a further 5
cards per side to create the border (for a total of 26 cards). I also used 26 cards to create
the design in the same fashion.

6.0

TRIM DIMENSIONS
The pattern itself, the number of cards used to create it and the width of the

threads involved, are all factors in determining the overall width of the band. The original
width for this pattern for instance was 11 mm. Other trim widths using the additional
metallic weft from the Birka finds include (but not limited to) 6.5 mm, 8 mm, 10 mm, 11
mm, 12 mm and 17 mm. The majority of trim found in Birka was approximately 10 mm,
though the largest trim was 17 mm.
The diameter of the recreation trim is approximately 11 mm (though it does vary
to 12 mm in places).

7.0

TECHNIQUES

7.1

The Hem
Viking Age needles were constructed using bone, a copper alloy or iron (Ewing

158). The metal needles measured between 4 to 10 cm in length with an eye of an
approximate diameter of 3 mm. The needle eye would be either punch out in a circle or
formed by forging the tips of a forked shank together. The hem on this linen veil was
sewn using a commercial steel needle with a length of 4.5cm and an eye measuring 3
mm, these measurements are well within the size norms for Viking-Age needles.
The thread for the hem is a three-ply 100% undyed ‘natural’ linen thread which
was purchased commercially. It would appear though that the linen thread used for
sewing was usually two plied of Z/Z-spun fiber and then S-plied as have been recovered
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from the Viborg shirt (1018 AD) and from the later Greenland settlements3. The sewing
thread I used was S/S/S-spun and then Z-plied together. Using callipers, I deducted the
diameter of the linen thread to be 0.4 mm. The diameter of the linen thread used in
Danish Viking Age clothing falls within the 0.4 – 1.0 mm range with 3 to 5 stitches per
centimetre. More information on Viking Age sewing thread appears to be lacking, this
may be due to the likelihood of linen eroding over time as well as a general lack of
funding for textile research. It appears though that thread material in the Viking Age
usually corresponded to the material of the fabric, thus linen with linen and wool with
wool (Ewing 158).
The hem was sewn using a hemstitch which has been well documented for the
Danish Viking Age (Hägg 150, Hald 280), see Figure 10.

Figure 10: Hemstitch as found in the 9th century Hedeby finds (adapted from Hägg 150).

There is evidence that seams would be flattened during sewing by the use of a
glass or stone linen smoother or ‘slick’ a number of which have been located from
Viking-Age Scandinavia including Denmark, Sweden and Norway (Ewing 159). I
flattened the seam using a commercial iron.
7.2

Creating the Tablet Weaving
In general, there were two distinct types of metallic tablet weaving recovered

from the Birka finds. These include using a single colour for the warp and weft with the
weft-faced design created solely by the metal or else incorporating a brocade appearance
3

Viking-Age linen textiles from Scandinavia appear to have been mainly made of single ply Z-spun tabby
weave (Ewing 79).
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using a double-weaving technique (see Figure 11 for a visual comparison). The original
tablet-woven fragment had a uniform colour background with two strands of metal per
weft pass (see Fig 3). Danish metal-brocaded tablet weaving has been described for a
metal brocade; ‘the pattern is produced by picking up threads from different tablets over a
basic weave of a single pattern’ (Krag 31). Also, while both double-faced or 3-1 twill
design were utilized during the Viking Age, specific examples of double-faced tabletweaving have been recovered from Hørning and thus I felt this method was the most
appropriate for recreating the band. Descriptions of double-faced technique and 3-1 twill
technique are briefly described below:
•

Double-face weaving: The pattern is created by warping cards with two or more
colours per card, aligning all cards in the same orientation then proceeding to
shift individual cards in opposite directions per quarter turn.

•

3-1 twill weaving: The pattern is created by warping cards with two or more colours
per card, cards are then aligned with every second card shifted forwards by 90°.
Weaving then proceeds as per the double-faced technique but drafting the
pattern unit and the finish product are distinctly different.

Figure 11: Comparison between plain weave, where the design is created solely using the metallic weft (1)
and a stunning example of a brocaded weft below the metallic weft, creating an impression of depth as well
as colour contrast (2), modified from Geijer 1938.

The design was drafted from Geijer’s photograph and then reconstructed on graph
paper to determine the number of cards needed to emulate the design. The design was
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imported into Microsoft Excel with the idea of grouping and minimizing the amount of
time spent per line moving the metal-holding shuttle back and forth (see Fig 12).

Figure 12: An example of the Microsoft Excel spreadsheet used during weaving. The BOLDED number
along the rows indicates the number of cards the shuttle will either go over or under per line with the colour
indicating whether it was under (orange- background colour) or over (white). The A within the P column
indicates the cards to be turned away (A) per row, the other portion of the design should be moved towards
(T) the weaver.

Following establishment of the number of cards and the design, the loom was
warped up. The design was split into two portions (the rhombic shape and the solid
diagonal pattern), and did one pattern per evening (see Fig 13).

Figure 13: Photograph of the recreated tablet weaving.

The trim itself was created using two separate shuttles per pick, a main weft and a
pattern weft. The main weft closes the shed, securing the turned warp while the other
brings the metal thread (Filé4) across. This is the same historical technique as outlined in

4

Filé: A smooth thread of lamella wound around a core of another material such as silk or linen.
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P. Collingwood’s definitive work on tablet weaving while discussing Norse metallic
tablet-weaving (1996).
7.3

Applying the Tablet Weaving
The tablet weaving was sewn on using the same 100% silk thread from the indigo

dye batch utilized in creating the tablet weaving. Silk thread for sewing during the Viking
Age was found to be within the 0.3 – 0.8 mm range with 4 – 6 stitches per centimetre.
Viking-Age tablet woven bands were sewn on using silk or linen thread. This silk thread
was often unplied (Ewing 158).
The stitch used history to apply the tablet weaving to cloth appears to be a topic
poorly researched to date for the Viking Age. Crowfoot described medieval tablet
weaving finds from Britain as being ‘sewn to vestments’ and ‘show[ing] stitch holes
along both sides’ (131). Assuming that the stitching would have either been a running
stitch or a hemstitch, I decided to use a hemstitch because the brocaded metal weft would
have made a running stitch very difficult. Therefore, the tablet weaving was applied using
a hemstitch (see Figure 14).

Figure 14: Schematic of how the tablet weaving was applied to the veil using a hemstitch.

7.4

Holding the Veil in Place
There were presumably two methods by which a veil can be held in place;

securing the veil underneath by the additional of fabric and rigid fasteners or by an
external fillet on the outside of the veil. To date no legitimate Viking-Age veil fasteners
have been recovered but numerous tablet-woven fillets have been found. I concur with
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Ewing that tablet-woven fillets such as those recovered from Birka may have been used
to secure headgear (in this case a veil) (Ewing 55, Geijer
143).
Upon close inspection of Figure 1 and further text
translations, Voss described a second tablet-woven band
around the head region this one of a width of only 2.5cm
(half as wide). This second band could have been a fillet
used to secure the veil, making this truly an extraordinary
grave find indeed (see Figure 15).

Figure 15: A close up of Figure
1 with the placement of the
second smaller tablet-woven
band highlighted in blue (Voss
194).

8.0

CONCLUSION
This piece was a reconstruction of a Viking-age Scandinavian veil based on an

obscure grave site from circa 1000 AD Hørning, Denmark. While most head dresses of
this period appear to have been small pointed caps or a long strip of fabric, a single
female grave from Hørning was uncovered with what looks like a veil with edging in a
wide 5cm band with brocaded silver secured with a second 2.5cm tablet-woven fillet. The
woman was also buried in a carriage which is considered by modern scholars as a sign of
Christianity. I propose that this woman was a Christian woman of high rank buried
wearing a veil similar to the recreation piece.
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Appendix A:
Further Research Ideas for Bleaching with Pee
The dye process had mixed results. The bleach vat was created by collecting
human urine in a non-reactive vessel (a plastic bucket) and left with the lid on to reach a
stale state for one week. Following this the fabric was first washed in water and then
placed in the urine for two weeks and agitated once a day. This was done to see if stale
urine on its own would be enough to bleach the fabric. After two weeks, ½ cup of wood
ash flakes (filtered wood ash after burning cherry wood- a dense hardwood). After a good
agitation, the solution turned from a golden yellow to an opaque pale green. Again, the
vat was agitated once a day for two weeks. After which the fabric was removed and
washed. The fabric did not seem to bleach at all, in fact the colour appeared slightly
darker.
My theories on retrying this experiment would be:
1. Try and collect as concentrated urine as possible (first morning pees).
2. While leaving the urine to ‘stale’, leave the lid off this would lead to more
evaporation and a more concentrated solution (outside urban areas).
3. The wood ash should first be filtered several times with a small-mesh filter
before being added to some water. The large particulate should settle out
and only the suspended chemicals should be added. This should ensure no
unreactive black ash is in the solution which may colour the fabric.
4. Try the experiment for a longer period, this time leaving it uncovered and
probably out of urban areas.
5. Try it again in the summer time with room to bleach under the summer
sun after removing the fabric from the vat.
6. Try the experiment with on a smaller (but wider) scale with numerous jars
and try and understand the many variables such as; age, sex, diet, types of
wood ash, length of experiment and the importance of oxygen.
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